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M&A Insurance: PE Quarterly Market Update - Q4 2021
The final quarter of 2021 saw a continued high deal flow resulting in HWF working on 230 transactions. Deals across the
broader technology sector remained strong evidencing continued PE focus on tech innovation. We saw a significant
decrease in the number of auction processes as buyers increasingly sought to pre-empt processes. Clients also showed
a greater awareness, and uptake, of contingent risk policies to address deal specific matters, particularly in the tax market.
Capacity remained challenging throughout the quarter due to (i) sheer deal volume and insurance capacity constraints;
and (ii) increased claims activity. This combination contributed to price increases across all sectors and fewer insurers
showing appetite for transactions in non-core jurisdictions and/or markets. Capacity challenges should alleviate as we
move into Q1 2022 through capacity renewals and insurer recruitment.
We have greater evidence of claims activity as well as insurers being more vocal about settlements. Closer monitoring of
increased claims notifications is required in light of record volumes of M&A trading at record multiples.
HWF Q4 2021 Statistics
Deals

72 Deals Signed

Average
Deal Size

£122,211,366

Jurisdiction
Process

Auction (26.87%)

Deal Type

PE Primary (32.84%)

Sector

Tech (37.36%)

Average Policy Limit
(% of EV)
Average Rate on Line
(% of Limit)
Average Retention
(% of EV)

Europe (41.78%)

UK (50.75%)

Other (7.47%)

Bilateral (73.13%)
PE Secondary (16.42%)
Infra (19.40%)

PE Bolt on (22.38%)
Real Estate (14.93%)

Trade (28.36%)
Operational (28.31%)

Tech (21.94%)

Infra (25.87%)

Real Estate (83.36%)

Operational (27.61%)

Tech (1.28%)

Infra (0.95%)

Real Estate (0.77%)

Operational (1.47%)

Tech (0.43%)

Infra (0.05%)

Real Estate (Nil)

Operational (0.52%)

Future Considerations
•

We are seeing an increase in auction processes launching in Q1 2022, particularly hard staple processes, as sellers
look to increase competition and drive value for assets with earlier engagement of W&I in their process. This drives
an increased onus on deal advisors (particularly bankers) to understand the insurance products and processes.

•

As insurers focus more on understanding valuation metrics, certain insurers have sought to include multiplier
exclusions or caps on losses where they consider valuation multiples to be too high. We are actively engaging with
insurers to alleviate their concerns and to maximise coverage.

•

Q4 2021 saw the entry of two new insurers into the market, both focused on mid-market European transactions
which should have a positive impact on pricing and coverage for insureds.

•

We expect the upwards trend of insuring known or contingent risks to continue. We at HWF and certain insurers
continue to invest in a range of specialists to allow a greater number of issues to become insurable. With increased
specialism in the market, selecting the right insurer will be critical to a good outcome.
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